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Why?
AlgarExperience

We Transform Our Passion
into Our Customer Satisfaction
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AlgarExperience is the leading maritime 

tourism company in the Algarve, established in 

2006 and built from a passion for the sea and 

water activities. Starting out with only one boat 

that carried out parasailing, cave tours and 

dolphin searching, today we have a fleet of six 

boats with an additional 5 support boats in our 

family. Distinguished by our professionalism, 

personalized services and the quality we 

provide to our clients, this is our solid trade-

mark.
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Belize is the first catamaran that arrived to the 

AlgarExperience family in 2009.

Length - 15m 

Width - 8m

Passengers - 70 

Flybridge Area - 15m²

Deck Area - 120m²

Spacious Bar - 25m²

2 WCs on board located in the bar lounge area

Belize
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Belize Segundo joined the family in 2013.

Length - 16m 

Width - 8m

Passengers - 100 (120 for party events) 

Flybridge Area - 30m²

Deck Area - 128m²

Spacious Bar - 25m²

2 WCs on board located in the bar lounge area

Belize
Segundo
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Belize Terceiro is the new addition to the 

family, arriving in the summer of 2015, one of 

a kind in Portugal.

Length - 14m

Width - 5m

Passengers - 58 

Deck Area - 80m²

1 WC on board

Belize
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AlgarExperience, another new addition in 2015, 

our brand new speed boat with a cruising speed 

of 22 knots specifically built for parasailing yet 

adaptable to be used for watersports and   

coastal cruises.

Length - 9.7m 

Width - 2.45m

Passengers - 12

AlgarExperience
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Our fishing boat, a cabin cruiser ideal for reef 

and shark fishing. Fully equipped with all 

electronics, radar, gps, vhf radio, chart plotter.

Length - 10m 

Width - 2.6m

Passengers - 10

Vitamin Sea
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Sunseeker 46´ this is ideal for cruising in style. 

Be chic!

Length - 13.2m (46ft)

Width - 3.9m

Passengers - 12

Bajan
Sundown
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Cruising along the Algarvian coastline up to 

Benagil, taking in the beautiful scenery and 

landscape, explore the beautiful rock formations 

and caves, usually on Belize the second, which 

has a glass bottom area of the boat allowing 

guests to view the marine life. Swimming stops 

are made subject to the weather conditions.

Caves & Coastline

3hr Trip
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A magnificent day out, heading westwards 

along the coastline, showing our clients the 

Algarve from a different perspective, stopping 

at a beach for lunch where freshly grilled meat, 

fish and prawns are served with Algarvian 

salad, crisps and bread. After lunch free time on 

the beach, sunbathe, try your hand at stand up 

paddle or snorkeling the choice is yours.

Beach BBQ

6-6.5hr Trip 
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Enjoy the sunset and a freshly prepared BBQ 

whilst listening to a live act on the beach, 

saxophonist, guitarist or chill out DJ depending 

on the day of the week. Watch the sunset 

before making a slow return to the Marina.

Sunset BBQ

5hr Trip 
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3hr Trip

Come and party to the music of top DJ´s and Live 

Acts. Open bar (first hour) including beer, wine, 

sangria and soft drinks. A unique and fun        

experience.

Belize Boat Party
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Join us in a journey to see these wonderful 

creatures in their natural enviroment.

The most common species that are found in our 

Algarvian waters are Bottlenose Dolphin and 

Common Dolphin. 

2hr Trip
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Dolphin Watching

Dolphin Watching followed by a freshly cooked 

BBQ on the beach.

Dolphin & BBQ

4h30m Trip



Fly and see Albufeira from a different             

perspective. 

Fly as a single, double or triple.

Parasailing

Approx. 10min in the air
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Reef fishing (3 hours) – takes place 3/4 miles 

off the coast (at 20 to 30 meters depth) with the 

vessel anchored. It’s a type of fishing where the 

bait stays at the bottom, close to the reefs, for 

the capture of a greater variety of fish, for 

example: mackerel, black sea bream, white 

bream, horse mackerel, grouper, conger,      

snapper, amongst others. The bait used is 

shrimp and common cockle.

Shark fishing (6 hours) – takes place at high seas 

(10 miles off the coast) fishing a variety of shark 

species, such as, blue shark, short fin mako, 

amongst others. The bait used is sardines. 

Fishing Trips

3hr or 6hr
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All our fleet is available for private hire, tailor 

made to our clients requirements allowing to 

create their own itinerary for the event.          

Specialized in corporate events, parties, hen and 

stags, weddings and much more, at                  

AlgarExperience we can cater from a small 

private charter with snacks and drinks to large 

groups with elaborate catering aboard or on the 

beach. Tailor made to your requirements, 

everything is possible with us. Make your event 

something you will never forget.
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Our in house food and beverage department is 

here to create wonders, able to cater for all 

tastes from simple buffets to sushi and 

seafood. Using the freshest products and 

prepared on site by our chef and his team, we 

are able to cater for any food allergies or 

specific diet requirements such as vegetarian, 

gluten and lactose free. Our fully trained bar 

tenders provide the perfect service to           

complement the catering, from fruit spritzers to 

personalized gins and cocktails.
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Serve with excellence

Proportion emotions that mark and exceed expectations of Value for Money of our customers

Develop and offer services that contribute to the excellence of experiences in the Algarve and Portugal.

Our Mission

Be a reference company in Maritime Tourism in Portugal.

To be recognized as the best option for customers, partners, 

employees, members of the community and suppliers, for the 

quality of our services and working relationships.

Our Vision
Integrity

Excellence with simplicity

Value and respect for people

Exceeding our results

Continuous improvement 

Innovation

Sustainability

Our Values
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Tlf: (+351) 967 525 127 • (+351) 961 372 606 • (+351) 289 591 153

Web: www.algarexperience.com • Email: reservas@algarexperience.com • GPS: 37°05'05.9"N 8°16'01.1"W
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